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Abstract

In order to realize secure communications in an enter-
prise network, an effective way is to form communica-
tion groups corresponding to different types of tasks.
However, based on traditional forming methods, it has
been difficult to realize an effective system because a
management load increases in the environment where
individual-based and unit-based communication groups
coexist or when dynamic adjustment to changes in
the network configuration is needed. Thus, we have
been proposing the concept of Flexible Private Net-
work (FPN) that provides both flexibility and security.
Dynamic Process Resolution Protocol (DPRP) is a pro-
tocol that can actualize Location Transparency. In
DPRP, all devices existing in the communication path
mutually exchange information in advance of commu-
nication, and create Process Information Table (PIT)
which is needed for communication between terminals
in each device. We have implemented DPRP in the IP
layer on FreeBSD and confirmed that the overhead of
DPRP does not affect on TCP/UDP communications.
We have also proved that a management load can be
reduced drastically.

1. INTRODUCTION

In an enterprise network, various security measures
against an unlawful intrusion, leakage and manipula-
tion of data have become important issues. For access
from the outside of the organization, advanced secu-
rity technologies, such as cipher communication and
authentication with a digital signature, have been used
in conjunction with firewalls and Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS). However security threats exist also in
the intranet, and several network crimes by employees
and insiders are reported in [1]. This is attributed to
the fact that a user is authenticated and controlled his
access only with an username and a password in many
cases. To improve such a situation, it is useful to form

communication groups.
Approaches to form a communication group can be

roughly classified into two methods: Individual-based
[2][3] and Unit-based methods [4][5]. Individual-based
method can be realized by setting up a security func-
tion, IPsec transport mode [6], in each end terminal.
It is possible to relate a communication group to a
working group of employees, but a management load
increases with the increase of members. On the other
hand, Unit-based method can be realized by setting up
a security function, IPsec tunnel mode, in each gate-
way. It is possible to relate a communication group to
a division, but this method does not have flexibility like
Individual-based method.

It is desired to form a network, where individual-
based and unit-based communication groups coexist,
however, it is difficult to do it with an existing network
technology like IPsec. We have been proposing the con-
cept of Flexible Private Network (FPN) [7] that can re-
alize both a secure and a flexible network. We think it is
necessary to actualize Location Transparency to realize
FPN. The aim of this paper is to implement and evalu-
ate Dynamic Process Resolution Protocol (DPRP) that
can actualize Location Transparency. In DPRP, all
devices existing on the communication path mutually
exchange information just before TCP/UDP commu-
nication begins, and create Process Information Table
(PIT) which is needed for secure communication be-
tween terminals in the devices. With this method, a
management load can be reduced drastically when a
network configuration changes. We have implemented
DPRP in the IP layer on FreeBSD and confirmed that
the overhead of DPRP does not affect performance of
TCP/UDP communications.

This paper is organized as fallows. We present the
concept of FPN and its realization method in Section 2.
We describe our protocol and implementation in detail
in Section 3, and then show performance results, and
reduction measures of a management load in Section 4.
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Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. FPN AND ITS REALIZATION

2.1. FPN

FPN is the concept of a network which enables
group communication with security and flexibility for
the coming ubiquitous society. FPN can define commu-
nication groups in the network where individual-based
and unit-based groups are coexisting. Users can be-
long to plural communication groups. FPN should
support Location Transparency and Mobility Trans-
parency. Location Transparency is a property that
the system learns a change in the network configu-
ration and the administrator does not have to renew
parameters needed for cipher communication. Mo-
bility Transparency is a property that end terminals
can continue with communication even if their location
changes. This paper focuses on Location Transparency.

2.2. A Realization Method

Figure 1 shows a definition method of communica-
tion groups in the proposal. Devices which make up
communication groups are called GE. There are two
types of GEs; namely, host-type GES (GE for Software)
which is installed a security function in each termi-
nal and establishes a secure terminal, router-type GEN
(GE for Network) which establishes a secure domain.
GEN protests all general terminals (Term) under the
subnetwork. An administrator defines the group num-
bers of GEN and GES at Group Management Server
(GMS). GE gets the group numbers and secret keys
corresponding to the group numbers from GMS at
the time of GE starts. This secret key is called as
Group Key (GK) and used for the encryption key for
TCP/UDP communications between GEs. A commu-
nication group is defined as a gathering of GEs having
the same GK. Accordingly, communication groups can
be logically defined without depending on the IP ad-
dress of GEs. Communication between GMS and GEs
are certainly authenticated and encrypted with public
keys.

Users can not join and leave the communication
group of their intention because only the administrator
can define the member of the communication group.
The administrator changes member structures when
an organization change or a personnel reshuffle takes
place. The administrator also decides the renewal in-
terval of GKs, for example, it is carried out at midnight
in the interval for 24 hours. Consequently, GE can cer-
tainly get the latest GK when a user starts GE.

Figure 1: Definition method of communication groups

3. DYNAMIC PROCESS RESOLUTION
PROTOCOL

3.1. Outline of DPRP

DPRP is executed just before TCP/UDP commu-
nication, and negotiation is done among GEs. The ini-
tiator of the negotiation gathers the information which
is set in GEs on the communication path, and de-
cides process information of each GE how to handle
TCP/UDP packets. After that, the initiator informs
the process information to each GE, and GEs cre-
ate Process Information Table (PIT). Figure 2 shows
DPRP sequence. Figure 2 assumes the situation where
the chief of the section (GES1 in Group1) communi-
cates with the server (GES2) that can be only ac-
cessed from the chief group (Group2). Now we ex-
plain the case where GES1 starts communication with
GES2. GES1 searches own PIT when it sends a
TCP/UDP packet. If there is no process information
about the communication between GES1 and GES2 in
PIT, GES1 becomes the initiator and starts DPRP ne-
gotiation after temporarily evacuating the TCP/UDP
packet. The evacuated packet is called a trigger packet.
The GE nearest to the sending device is called “Source
End-GE”, or the initiator, the GE nearest to the re-
ceiver device is called “Destination End-GE”, and all
other GEs between the two End-GEs are called “Mid-
way GEs”. DPRP negotiation packets are comprised
of an ICMP ECHO packet. They are encrypted with
Common Key (CK), which is a common key delivered
from GMS to each GE together with GKs.

(1) Detect Destination End-GE (DDE)

The initiator (GES1) sends DDE toward the
communication peer (GES2) to locate the Des-
tination End-GE. Included information in DDE
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Figure 2: DPRP sequence and measurement points

are, the source/destination IP address, the
source/destination port number and the protocol
type of the trigger packet. In case the destination
device of DDE is not a GE, the GE which first re-
ceived the response packet ICMP ECHO REPLY
from the DDE receiver becomes the Destination
End-GE.

(2) Report GE Information (RGI)

The Destination End-GE (GES2) which was lo-
cated by DDE sends RGI toward the source de-
vice (GES1) to locate the Source End-GE. RGI
carries GE Information such as the group num-
bers, the version numbers of GKs and the authen-
tication ID (aID). The aID is based on random
numbers, which is temporarily registered in PIT
and used for authentication of the following con-
trol packets.

Midway GEs adds own GE Information when
they relay RGI. The Source End-GE is located
by the same method as the Destination End-GE.
The Source End-GE (GES1) can get all informa-
tion of GEs on the communication path, and de-
cides process information judging from all the re-
ceived information comprehensively.

(3) Make Process Information Table (MPIT)

The Source End-GE (GES1) which was located
by RGI sends MPIT toward the Destination End-
GE (GES2) to inform GEs on the communica-
tion path about the process information. Midway
GEs and the Destination End-GE authenticate
received process information using the registered
aID in own PIT. If the result of that authenti-

cation is collect, the process information is regis-
tered in PIT temporarily.

(4) Complete DPRP Negotiation (CDN)

The Destination End-GE (GES2) sends CDN to-
ward the Source End-GE (GES1) if the negotia-
tion completes correctly. Each GE fixes the pro-
cess information in PIT when it received CDN.
After that, the initiator (GES1) returns the evac-
uated packet and starts the TCP/UDP commu-
nication.

TCP/UDP packets thereafter are handled based on
the process information in PIT which indicates “En-
crypt/Decrypt”, “Transparent” or “Discard”. “Trans-
parent” means a relaying process without encryption.
We assume that Practical Cipher Communication Pro-
tocol (PCCOM) [8] is used as a cipher communication
technology.

3.2. Implementation

DPRP is implemented in the IP layer on FreeBSD,
a UNIX compatible operating system for PC. Figure
3 shows implementation of DPRP. DPRP module and
PIT search module are the parts of a module called
GPACK. GPACK is called from the input/output func-
tions — ip_input() and ip_output() — in the IP
layer. TCP/UDP and DPRP control packets handled
by GPACK are returned to the original place. By this
method, existing process in the IP layer is not affected
by GPACK at all. A trigger packet is temporarily evac-
uated in the kernel at the start of DPRP negotiation.
It is sent directly to the communication peer from the
kernel on completion of DPRP processes. This mecha-
nism is the same as Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
[9] resolving process.

PIT contents and GK/CK delivered from GMS are
also kept in the kernel memory. They are deleted if

Figure 3: Implementation of GPACK including DPRP
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Figure 4: PIT format

they become unnecessary. Figure 4 shows PIT for-
mat. PIT consists of the source/destination IP address
(IPSRC/IPDST), the source/destination port number
(PRTSRC/PRTDST), the protocol type (PROTO) and
the process information (PROC) that includes the
group number (GNO) and the version number (VER)
of GK. The PIT records in Figure 4 are one example
of GES1 in Figure 1. PIT is implemented as a hash
table. GE retrieves PIT with IP addresses, port num-
bers and the protocol type of the handled packet. If
there are PIT records which are not referred to for a
certain period of time, such PIT records are deleted by
the kernel timer process, judging that those terminals
do not communicate between each other. The length
of the time subject to deletion is about 5 minutes.

For the encryption of DPRP control packets, we use
OpenSSL library [10], and the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) [11] cipher algorithm in Cipher Block
Chaining (CBC) Mode with an explicit Initialization
Vector (IV). The key size of CK is 128 bits.

4. EVALUATIONS

4.1. Performance

We measured the performance of DPRP in case
that GES1 starts connection with GES2 with FTP in
100BASE-TX network. In order to measure the over-
head of DPRP negotiation, we use a network protocol
analyzer, or Ethereal [12], to monitor the sending and
the receiving times of the packets. We also measured
the overhead of Internet Key Exchange (IKE) [13] — it
is the negotiation protocol and is executed just before
IPsec communication — under the same conditions for
the purpose of comparison. IKE negotiation was made
by main mode with the pre-shared key method and
communication was made by the IP Encapsulating Se-
curity Payload (ESP) [14] transport mode. We used
racoon [15] for IKE daemon and KAME [16] which is
implemented in the IP layer on FreeBSD. Specifications
of GEs are Pentium4 2.4GHz, 512MB of memory, and
FreeBSD 5.3-Release is used for the experimental sys-
tem. It is presumed that each GE has already got the
necessary information from GMS in advance. What we

Table 1: Overheads of DPRP and IKE

DPRP IKE
(i) Negotiation Time 1.01 1105.95
(ii) Total Time 1.04 2994.03

Unit:[ms]

measured were overheads — (i) the negotiation time
and (ii) The total time until TCP/UDP communica-
tion restarts — as shown in Figure 2.

The results of our measurements for DPRP and IKE
are listed in Table 1. In case of DPRP, the negotiation
time was 1.01 ms and the total time until TCP com-
munication restarts was 1.04 ms. On the other hand,
in case of IKE, they were 1105.95 ms (about 1 second)
and 2994.03 ms (about 3 seconds), respectively.

It is seen that DPRP hardly affects TCP commu-
nication. There was no occurrence of TCP retrans-
mission processing, and we could realize practically
the same normal transmission speed for both com-
munication cases with and without implementation of
GPACK. This is because a GK to be used for the au-
thentication and the encryption of packets is delivered
from GMS in advance, and a GE can evacuate and re-
turn the trigger packet in the kernel. In case of IKE,
it took a long time for the negotiation. This is be-
cause a secret key to encrypt packets is generated by
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange [17] which is the public
key operation. Furthermore, the big difference occurs
in the time until TCP communication restarts. This is
because the first packet which became the trigger for
IKE negotiation was discarded and it was found that
cipher communication restarted about 3 seconds later
(which is the initial value of Retransmission Time Out
of TCP). In case of UDP communication, we will be
able to get performance equal to this result because
DPRP works in the IP layer and it is not affected by
the difference of the upper layer.

4.2. A measurement load

We have evaluated a management load when com-
munication groups are formed as shown in Figure 1,
in the case of our proposed approach, or DPRP, and
IPsec/IKE. Evaluation items are an initial manage-
ment load and a management load when the network
configuration changes. The latter case occurs a mem-
ber of the communication group changes his location.
Note that it is not his affiliation by personnel reshuffles.

4.2.1. An initial Management load
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In case of our approach, GKs and GE Information
are needed for each GE and they are distributed from
GMS. GK consists of key data, the key number and
the version number. GE Information is composed of
group numbers and an operation mode. In case of
IPsec/IKE, each GE needs a pre-shared key, security
policy (SP) and IKE parameters. A pre-shared key
is composed of key data and the IP addresses of the
communication peer. SP defines how to handle pack-
ets in detail, and the number of parameters depend on
the case. Moreover, we need other various parameters,
those are needed for authentication, cryptography and
hash algorithms, for IKE.

Communication feasibility of peers and process in-
formation in GEs are listed in Table 2. GES1 belongs
to the group 1 and 2, and communication with GES2
is encrypted by GK2. GEN permits only the communi-
cation between GES1 and GES2. To realize the system
shown by Table 2 with DPRP and IPsec/IKE, initial
management loads which are necessary for each GE is
listed in Table 3. In case of our approach, process in-
formation which is needed for communication between
terminals are automatically generated by DPRP be-
fore TCP/UDP communications. On the other hand,
information which is necessary for the IPsec communi-
cations (Security Association) is automatically gener-
ated by IKE with the pre-shared key and SP. Note that
those parameters have to be manually configured by the
administrator. The transport mode is set in GES1 and
GES2 for cipher communication, and GEN has to re-
lay the communication between GES1 and GES2. Fur-
thermore, GEN has to reject all communications from
terminals belonging to different communication groups.
The administrator has to statically set up such security
policy in each GE, therefore it takes lots of hard work.

Table 2: Communication feasibility between terminals
and Process Information in GEs

Communication Process Information
feasibility GES1 GEN GES2
GES1 GES2 ⃝1 E23 T4 E2
GES1 Term1 ⃝ T – –
GES1 Term2 ×2 D5 D –
GES2 Term1 × – D D
GES2 Term2 × – – D
Term1 Term2 × – D –
1 can communicate 2 can not communicate
3 Encrypt/Decrypt by GK2 4 Transparent 5 Discard

–: No Record

4.2.2. A management load when the network changes

Next, we verified the effect of Location Trans-
parency when GES1 is moved to the outside of the sub-
network in Figure 1. Table 4 lists a management load in
this situation. Information needed for cipher communi-
cation should be changed when a GE is moved. In case
of our approach, process information is dynamically
regenerated with DPRP when GE moves. In case of
IPsec/IKE, Security Association has to be newly gen-
erated with SP that includes IP addresses by IKE. The
administrator must manually renew them not only the
moved GEs, but also other GEs in the same communi-
cation group (GEN and GES2). Furthermore, the con-
figuration of the tunnel mode is newly added in GES1
and GEN to communicate with term1 belonging to the
same communication group.

Consequently, Location Transparency realized by
DPRP can drastically reduce a management load when
a network configuration changes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described the implementa-
tion of DPRP together with the results of its perfor-
mance evaluation. As the result of our evaluation,
it is confirmed that DPRP generates PIT speedily
and dynamically, and does not affect performance of
TCP/UDP communications. Moreover, management
loads can be reduced drastically when a network con-
figuration changes. Therefore, our proposed method
provides an enterprise network that can realize secure
and flexible communication groups.

We will future endeavor to realize Mobility Trans-
parency by expanding DPRP.
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Various security measures have become important
issues in an enterprise networkissues in an enterprise network
◦ Cipher communications, Digital signature, FWs/IDSs

l k i b l d i id h◦ Several network crimes by employees and insiders have 
been reported

This is attributed to the traditional mechanism:
A th ti ti ith d d◦ Authentication with a username and a password

◦ Most communications are clear text in the intranet

A communication group can help
improve such a situation

2



Features:
Th i f h b d h i ifi ib◦ The community of the users based on their specific attributes

◦ Communications between the same group members are
encrypted by a secret keyencrypted by a secret key

Individual-based group Unit-based group

Ex:
Chief group
Project members

Ex:
Division
(Finance Marketing)(Finance, Marketing)

3



IPsec
T d I di id l b d◦ Transport mode Individual‐based group

◦ Tunnel mode Unit‐based group

◦ It is difficult to form the groups where two types of groups
i tcoexist

Transport mode and Tunnel mode are INCOMPATIBLE

Th d i i h h h l dThe administrator has to have heavy management loads

The new security technology isThe new security technology is
needed to solve such problems

4



The our proposing network concept
A i i S l d Fl ibl◦ A group communication Securely and Flexibly

◦ Support Location Transparency andMobility Transparency

Location Transparency:
◦ A system learns its network configuration

◦ The administrator needs to do nothing

5



Term
A l i l ( li / )◦ A general terminal (client/server)

GE
d i h k i i◦ A device that makes communication groups

GES (GE realized by Software): host‐type GE
I i ll d i f i i TIs installed as a security function in Term

GEN (GE for Network): router‐type GE
Establishes a secure domain andEstablishes a secure domain and
protects Terms under the sub‐network

Group Management Server (GMS)p g ( )
◦ Delivers the group numbers and secret keys to GEs

= Group Key (GK)p y ( )

6



Authentication and
Encryption with public keysGK delivery

GK2

yp p y

Group1
GK delivery

GK1

GK1
GK2

Group2

7



Based on Process Information Table (PIT)

Information in PIT of GES2
IPDST PROC GNO VER
GES1 Encrypt 2 10
Term2 Discard --- ---

Group2

◦ If process information exists handle the TCP/UDP packet◦ If process information exists handle the TCP/UDP packet

◦ No process information exists 1) keep the 1st TCP/UDP packet
2) generate PIT

8

2) generate PIT

3) handle the kept packet



GE ll h h i b d k

2 round‐trip sequences between both end GEs
1. GEs mutually exchange their group numbers and key

information just before TCP/UDP communication begins
2 The initiator decides process information2. The initiator decides process information
3. Notify the information and generate PIT automatically

DPRP

Encrypted TCP/UDP communication

9

Encrypted TCP/UDP communication



A DPRP module and a PIT search module are
implemented in the IP layer on FreeBSD (RELEASE 5 3)implemented in the IP layer on FreeBSD (RELEASE‐5.3)
◦ These modules are the parts of GPACK

i ll d f h i i ()/i ()◦ GPACK is called from the ip_input()/ip_output()

Transport Layer

IP Layer
ip_forward( )ip_input( ) ip_output( )

DPRP
Call

GPACK

PIT SearchCall

PIT
GK
CK

10

Data Link LayerReceive 
Packet

Send 
Packet



Overheads in case that GES1 starts communication
with GES2 using FTPwith GES2 using FTP
◦ DPRP, Internet Key Exchange (IKE) for the comparison

GEs specifications
CPU: Pentium4 2.4GHz

DPRP

Memory: 512MB

DPRP

( i )

IKE configuration
Main mode
Pre-shared key method

TCP
( i )

( ii ) ( i ) the negotiation time

Pre shared key method

11

( ii ) the start up time before TCP/UDP communication starts



DPRP IKE
( i ) The negotiation time 1 01 ms 1105 95 ms( i ) The negotiation time 1.01 ms 1105.95 ms
( ii ) The start up time 1.04 ms 2994.03 ms

hThe negotiation time
◦ DPRP: GE gets GKs from GMS in advance

◦ IKE: Secret key is generated with Diffie‐Hellman Key Exchange

◦ Include the public key operation

The start up time
◦ DPRP: The 1st TCP packet is kept in the kernel
◦ IKE: The 1st packet is discarded

12

TCP retransmission process works!



When a network configuration changes
GES1 h id f h b k◦ GES1 moves to the outside of the sub‐network

◦ The communication between GES1 and Term1:

GES1 ~ GEN: the packets are encrypted with GK1

GEN ~ Term1: clear text

GEN

GES2Term2 GES2Term2

GK1
GK2

Term1
13

GES1
GK2



DPRP 0
IPsec/IKE: 21DPRP 0 IPsec/IKE: 21

IPsec/IKE: 17
GES1

GEN

GES2Term2

DPRP 0
Term1

DPRP 0
IPsec/IKE: 5

Management loads can be reduced 
drastically by the proposed method

14

drastically by the proposed method



DPRP generates Process Information Table
d l d d llspeedily and dynamically

◦ DPRP does not affect performance of TCP/UDPp
communications

Management loads can be reduced drasticallyg y

O d th d idOur proposed method provides
secure and flexible communication

i t i t kgroups in an enterprise network

15
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b d kICMP ECHO based packet
◦ DDE (Detect Destination End GE)
◦ RGI (Report GE Information)RGI (Report GE Information)
◦ MPIT (Make Process Information 
Table)
◦ CDN (Complete DPRP

DDE
◦ CDN (Complete DPRP 
Negotiation)

Ci h l ith

RGI
MPIT

Cipher algorithm
◦ Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES)

CDN

Cipher Block Chaining (CBC)

17



Initial management load
◦ Administrator’s workload
(Necessary configurations for each GE in Figure 1 on resume)

Required parameters *[x]: x is the cost of workloadRequired parameters [x]: x is the cost of workload
◦ DPRP

Group Key: key data, key no. (=group no.), version [3]
GE Information: group no., operation mode [2]

◦ IPsec/IKE
Pre‐Shared Key: key data, IP address of communication peerPre Shared Key: key data, IP address of communication peer
[2]
Security Policy: IP address of communication peer, policy,
protocol, etc… [8 ~ 16]protocol, etc… [8 16]
IKE: own IP address, exchange mode, cipher algorithm,
authentication method, etc… [12]

18



Group Key Process Information GE Information
DPRP

Group Key Process Information GE Information
GES1 6 0 2
GEN 3 0 2
GES2 3 0 2

Pre-Shared Key Security Policy IKE

IPsec/IKE

GES1 4 14 (tra: 14) 12
GEN 2 16 (non: 8, dis: 8) 12
GES2 2 22 (t 14 di 8) 12GES2 2 22 (tra: 14, dis: 8) 12

tra: transport mode
non: none

19

non: none
dis: discard



Group Key Process Information GE Information
DPRP

Group Key Process Information GE Information
GES1 0 0 0
GEN 0 0 0
GES2 0 0 0

Pre-Shared Key Security Policy IKE

IPsec/IKE

GES1 0 20 1
GEN 1 16 0
GES2 1 4 0GES2 1 4 0
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[A] At the time of the system introduction and the user 
addition

The Login system with IC card
◦ The administrator setup a private/public key in the IC card/GMS◦ The administrator setup a private/public key in the IC card/GMS
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[A] Periodic renewal (in 24‐hour interval, at midnight)

GMS renews all GKs and delivers to GENs
GESs can get new GKs at the time of the power onGESs can get new GKs at the time of the power‐on
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